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he world runs on connectivity.
Collaboration, learning, and innovation are all powered by the ability to share
information digitally. Your clients expect that their workplaces and classrooms are

supported by the latest technology. But that doesn’t mean your design has to be cluttered
with a tangle of power cords.
The Connectrac® wireways are an attractive solution that deliver connectivity anywhere
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within a room. No matter the floor plan, our flexible wireways ensure that open floor plans,
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bench seating, lobbies, executive offices, and conference rooms have convenient access
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to power and data.
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Open Offices

Executive Desks

With Connectrac, you have freedom.
Freedom to access power and data from anywhere within a space.
Freedom from compromising your design vision.

CORPORATE OFFICE

Freedom from cabling systems that limit creativity and productivity.

8707 Chancellor Row

And most importantly, freedom from power poles and expensive core drilling!
Connectrac delivers only streamlined, effective cable management.

P. 214-941-1319
Toll-free. 877-480-5637
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How to Choose the
RIGHT WIREWAY

Y

ou shouldn’t have to alter your
design to meet your client’s
connectivity needs. There is a
variety of wireway options that deliver power
without sacrificing a room’s aesthetics.
Plug into the Connectrac® family of cable
management solutions.

2.7 Under-Carpet Wireway

1. NEARLY INVISIBLE
If your space is using carpet and you want
to conceal wire management, select the
Connectrac Under-Carpet Wireway. Its low
profile virtually disappears under any type of
carpet, including modular tiles, plank sizes,
and different backing options. Only the electrical
receptacle is visible above the carpet.
The Connectrac Under-Carpet Wireway
option is ideal for designs where the look
cannot be interrupted with a visible wireway,
including conference rooms, work areas,
lounges, executive offices, classroom lecterns,
and retail spaces. This unobtrusive 2.7-inch
wireway includes a two- or four-outlet receptacle
and up to four telecom ports.
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+ above
Connectrac
GO is as
easy as
place, plug,
and go.
Bring power
to meeting
room tables,
lobby areas,
kiosks, and
promotional
booths.

left

2.7 In-Carpet Wireway

2.7 On-Floor Wireway

3.7 In-Carpet Wireway

3.7 On-Floor Wireway

2. DISCREET PROFILE
If your project uses carpet but will likely
require frequent cable updates, specify the
Connectrac In-Carpet Wireway. This option
is practically flush with the carpet, which
ensures the top cap is easily accessible for
cable changes. The wireway’s ultra-low
transition ramps are not only ADA compliant
but use medium-density fiberboard (MDF)
that withstands foot traffic.
This solution is best for open spaces
where flexibility is a priority, such as benching
systems, training rooms, classrooms, and
libraries. The 2.7 version houses up to four
CAT 6 cables and offers one duplex or one
quad receptacle. The 3.7 model provides
any number of receptacles and connects to
powered furniture base feeds.

3. AGILE POWER
If your project includes a hard floor surface
yet still requires connectivity throughout the
room, choose the Connectrac On-Floor
Wireway. This system installs directly on top
of any flooring type, including tile, concrete,
wood, and carpet.
The on-floor option delivers telecom and
AV cables in training rooms, lobbies, lounges,
classrooms, offices, conference rooms, and
fitness centers. It is offered in the standard
2.7 version or the wider 3.7 option which
delivers 8-wire, 4-circuit power and up to
16 CAT 6 cables.

connectrac.com | 1.877.480.5637

Feel the Freedom of
Connectrac GO
®

T

he Connectrac GO Wireway is the latest on-floor power and
telecom solution. This convenient wireway provides electrical,
telephone, and computer connectivity to any spot within a
space. Because Connectrac GO sits on top of the floor and plugs
into a standard outlet, it can be easily positioned within seconds.
The Connectrac GO Wireway is the definition of “plug-and-play”
and is ideal for dynamic environments that require flexible layouts. It
can be used for classroom lecterns, conference tables, workstations,
waiting rooms, lobbies, open floor plans, and private offices.
The wireway can be placed on top of any floor surface,
including carpet, wood, luxury vinyl tile, natural stone, ceramic

1.877.480.5637

| connectrac.com

and porcelain tiles, rubber, and concrete floors.
Clients will appreciate the durable anodized aluminum because it
needs little maintenance and handles foot traffic in active workspaces.
The top cap conceals cords so they aren’t a tripping hazard or a visual
distraction. The low profile also complies with ADA so users with wheelchairs or other assistive devices can roll smoothly across the surface.
The Connectrac GO Wireway is available in 6- and 12-foot lengths
with up to 168 inches of flexible cord for maximum placement flexibility.
The 5-inch base track holds up to four CAT 6 cables that provide internet
connections. The 15A duplex receptacle can be placed where desired
along the wireway and the solution is ready for immediate use.
march 2018 connectrac
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CONNECTIVITYSIMPLIFIED
altoon
partners

T

he people at Environments are
experts on making workplaces
attractive and functional. This Knoll
dealership helps clients solve the challenge
of getting power and data distributed
to their workstations and collaborative
areas. When Environments experienced
the same issue in its own showroom
with conference tables, it turned to the
Connectrac Under-Carpet Wireway.
As a company that promotes
the importance of aesthetics in the
workplace as well as efficient operations,
Environments was impressed with the
seamless integration of the wireway
beneath existing carpet. In addition
to having minimal impact on the
showroom’s design, the wireway is
ADA compliant with a low profile that
doesn’t create a tripping hazard for
employees or customers.

A

ltoon
Partners,
an international architecture
firm, recently moved
its Los Angeles
headquarters to
a historic building
built in 1929. The
new office design
called for workstations with ample
areas for collaborative work and video conferencing. The firm chose a
freestanding desk system to create an open, flexible landscape. But a key
challenge was providing connectivity without using core drilling, raised
floors, or power poles.
Altoon Partners used Connectrac’s floor-mounted wireways to deliver
power, AV, and telecom cabling to all of its workstations and meeting areas.
Power infeed conduits run directly from the base of the furniture panels into
the Connectrac® cable pathway, effectively hiding the unsightly cords.

above + right
Connectrac’s
wireways resulted
in a simple and
elegant integration
of technology cabling
with Altoon’s furniture
and the interior
building elements.

mccoy - rockford

université

de saint - boniface

M

cCoy-Rockford provides a complete scope
of commercial interior products and services.
During a renovation to its Austin, Texas,
offices, the firm specified an integrated media table
that supports a collaborative work environment. The
final step was finding a solution that could provide
power and data access as well as cable management
from anywhere inside the building.
McCoy-Rockford chose Connectrac In-Carpet
Wireway over alternatives such as expensive core
drilling or unappealing power poles. Using the
Connectrac In-Carpet Wireway, Connectrac links
between the media table and a video monitor located
in a wood-paneled wall. The installation provides
power, A/V, and telecom capabilities. Flexible access
to the wireway ensures the office can easily retrofit or
alter its cable management in the future.

T

he Université de Saint-Boniface in
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, has
been systemically retrofitting its
classrooms to create a more active learning
environment. In IT classrooms, both the
instructor lectern and student desks require
LAN and power connectivity, USB outlets,
and wire management.
Looking for a clean solution, the facilities
team installed Connectrac In-Carpet
Wireways under the student tables and
teacher station. The greatest benefit of
using Connectrac wireways for the
university is their flexibility to be moved
or reconfigured—a major advantage in
today’s rapidly evolving classrooms.

+ right “We are very pleased to showcase
Connectrac in our new spaces and demonstrate it to
our customers,” said Joe Sorrels, director of sales
operations. “It offers the perfect solution we need for
our collaborative media tables.”

left “The ability to transform a classroom quickly
and efficiently is something we were really seeking,”
said Robert Simard, director of facilities and security.
“With Connectrac, we know we can make a different
configuration at any time.”
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+ below
“We found this product
to be superior because
it didn’t create a
visual distraction in
the space,” said Amy
McClaughry, account
executive. “Because
it’s platform-neutral,
we were able to get
all the power and data
as well as all the AV
technology through
the raceway.”

left

environments
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